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How It Works

Scanning 
We use high-resolution scanners to digitize 
your original photo, ensuring that every detail  
is captured. 

Restoration 
Our skilled Digital Restoration Artists work their 
magic using advanced software and expert 
techniques to repair tears, remove creases, 
eliminate water damage, restore faded colors, 
and even remove mold. We pay meticulous 
attention to preserving the original essence of 
the photo while enhancing its quality. You will 
receive your restored digital photos in your 
FOREVER account.

Enhancement 
We go beyond simple restoration. Our team 
can enhance your photo by sharpening 
details, adjusting brightness and contrast, and 
removing unwanted elements or distractions. 

Colorization 
If you desire, we can breathe life into your black 
and white photos by expertly colorizing them. 

Review and Approval 
Your satisfaction is our top priority, so we offer 
revisions to ensure the final digital result meets 
your expectations.

Sending in your images is simple. You can either 
include them in your FOREVER Digitization 
Box to be digitized along with the rest of your 
order, or you can send your digital photos to us 
directly using our digital delivery service —  
including photos already in your FOREVER 
account. Whichever way you prefer, we can 
help. You will receive a restored digital copy.

We understand the significance of family 
heritage and the stories encapsulated in 
old photos. By choosing FOREVER Photo 
Restoration, you’re not just restoring a picture; 
you’re preserving a piece of your family’s 
history for future generations to cherish.

Our Process

Restore and preserve your photos  
to cherish today and for generations.

PRICE PER PHOTO

High Quality Photo Scan FREE

Photo Restoration  $89.99 

Photo Colorization  $39.99 

Restoration & Colorization Package  $109.99 
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Contact Client Care  
support@forever.com or  

1-888-FOREVER (1-888-367-3837) 
(Mon-Fri: 8am-9pm | Sat-Sun: 10am-6pm | US Eastern)

For more information on any  
of our products, contact:

We are here to help.
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We’re all familiar with the heartbreak of a “ruined” 
photo. From rips to water damage to fading, seeing 
these pieces of your history destroyed is always 
discouraging. But what if they weren’t ruined? 

Introducing FOREVER Photo Restoration, where 
you can restore what’s yours. Our Digital Restoration 
Artists understand the nuances of different types 
of damage. Our technical and artistic expertise can 
bring your cherished memories back to life.

Our artists utilize cutting-edge technology to ensure 
the highest quality restoration. We can repair and 
enhance your damaged photos, preserving every 
detail with precision.

We believe in personalized service. Our team 
works closely with you to understand your specific 
restoration needs and preferences. Whether it’s 
removing a tear, restoring colors, or adding missing 
elements, we tailor our approach to meet your 
unique requirements.

Every photo holds a unique story, and we treat 
each restoration project with the utmost care and 
attention to detail. Our goal is to not only restore 
your photos but also preserve the emotions and 
memories they hold.

Our skilled artists apply their expertise and attention 
to detail to achieve accurate and lifelike colorization 
results that truly bring your memories to life.

We understand that you’re excited to see your 
restored photos so we provide a quick turnaround 
and keep you updated on the progress.

Unlike generic or automated colorization services, 
we take a hands-on approach to colorizing your 
black and white photos.

With FOREVER Photo Restoration and Colorization,  
you can revive your damaged photos and relive 
the moments that matter most. Whether it’s a 
treasured family portrait, a vintage wedding photo, 
or a nostalgic snapshot, our skilled artists will 
breathe new life into your images.
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